Banshee spark plug

Forgot your password? By richybanshee , January 18, in Product Reviews. Turned on the radio
and heard a bunch of racket? That's coming from the spark plug wires acting like antennas.
Every time the spark field collapses read: plug fire time a solid core wire will broadcast just like
a radio antenna. A resistor in the plug prevents the field in the wire from collapsing at spark
time.. Maybe a CDI? Some such devices can be flat-out damaged by such broadcast noise.
Some machines can show devious sparky symptoms Not a big deal. While your Banshee will
run likely run just fine without the 'R' The few cents more you pay will show its reward in the
clean sound you will get in your helmet speakers that are plugged into your ipod! So this is the
same noise we listen when driving in our cars with the new stereo system and a ground on the
amplifier is not connected properly or when patch cables run parallel to the live amp wire. It's
not the same noise, it's just another possibility. They started making resitor plugs and wires in
when the old tnt site were going off for no reason. They were radio controlled. It may be all in
my head but it sure seams like I get a longer service life and better performance towards the
end of the life with non-resistor B8ES. The only plug that I have had develop a miss because it
was apparently worn out even though it looked good was a BR8ES, probably just by
coincidence. If I rode my bike back to back with either plug I'm sure there wouldn't be a
noticeable difference. How did you wear out a sparkplug on your banshee? I had the same set
of plugs in my shee for over 4 years with no problems. I always run resister plugs because thats
what came on my shee. They don't really give up anything to non resister plugs. They cost the
same amount. They don't seem to foul out as often on a overly rich running machine. Br9es are
colder plugs. Correct me if I'm wrong, but if you are running very high compression, or nitrous,
too hot of a spark plug might introduce a detonation problem. That has to do with a small
transistor or capacitor works as a filter or something like that that should be attached to your
alternator. Not all new alternators come with these so you have to make sure to add it. Why is
your buddy running a BR9ES in a banshee? OK, since we're on the topic of spark plugs
non-resistor type affecting electronics, could they affect the camcorder in my backpack? For
some weird reason I picked up a butt load of weird noise in the microphone last time I went for a
ride If there is a sound filter In your banshee's spark plug caps, there are resistors built in. From
the factory. IN the factory caps. In a case such as this, you will have to run the "R" style plugs.
Now, NGK makes plug caps that have a resistor built in. I run them on my bike. You need to
have a resistor in line to minimize interference. So, either "loaded" caps, or "R" plugs. You
make the call. You can also use "R" plugs and resistor caps. I do, and don't have a problem.
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spark plugs that operate in vehicles today feature a copper core center electrode. This design
takes advantage of the excellent conducting rates that copper has with electricity, which is
better than any other material type used in this product. It also transfers heat faster. It also
comes with a nickel alloy covering to protect it because the copper has such a low melting
point. Consumers have a choice when selecting the material on the tip of the electrode for the
spark plug. Iridium is approximately eight times stronger and six times harder than platinum.
Iridium is a chemical element that has the atomic number It is known for its hardness, but it can
also be quite brittle in its natural state. It was first discovered in when there were insoluble
impurities found in natural platinum. Smithson Tennant is the primary discoverer of the metal,
and he named it after the rainbow because of the diverse colors of the salts. There are only two
naturally-occurring and stable isotopes that are useful for the manufacturing process. Is it
worth the investment? A review of the iridium spark plug advantages and disadvantages can
help you to find out! It can improve the acceleration profile of your vehicle. When you make the
switch to iridium spark plugs, then you may notice an immediate improvement to your
acceleration profile. This advantage occurs because there is a faster response to your throttle
operations. They can make a real difference when you live in regions where it is necessary to
get up to highway speeds quickly to stay safe. You may experience more engine power with
iridium spark plugs. Iridium spark plugs can improve the performance of your engine with

regard to its power. This advantage becomes apparent in situations where you need to climb
steep hills or handle challenging driving situations. You will notice that the experience behind
the wheel becomes more comfortable with the upgrade, giving you a smoother touring ability
and more control as you navigate. This advantage works exceptionally well when you have a
variable transmission equipped to your vehicle. If you use a manual transmission, then you can
still experience the benefits when your shifting is appropriate to the road conditions. Your
vehicle might start better when you upgrade to these spark plugs. The ultra-fine center
electrodes of iridium spark plugs work hard to ensure that you have the best ignition experience
possible. Because there is so little dispersion in the position of the spark with this product, your
idling also becomes more stable afterward. Iridium spark plugs can improve your fuel economy.
Upgrading to iridium spark plugs can immediately improve your gas mileage on the highway or
in the city. This benefit occurs because you have an improved ignition profile that allows your
fuel to burn more efficiently. If you have a high-mileage rate already, that can result in an extra
miles per gallon. How much money could you save each week if you could drive up to 80 more
miles per week on a single tank of fuel? You have more options from which to choose with
iridium spark plugs. Because of the added expense that comes with iridium spark plugs, the
manufacturers reduce the diameter of the center electrode. The design also offers a finer wire
with the overall design, creating a better firing efficiency than what you would receive with
similar options. Moving to platinum would be a downgrade that could impact the performance of
the engine. It requires less voltage than other designs. Saving on energy during the start-up
phase or while accelerating ensures that you have a reserve in place to manage the driving
experience better. This advantage can work with the cold-cranking amps of your battery to
ensure that you have more power available in the winter months. You receive more durability
with iridium spark plugs. The strength of iridium ensures that you can receive a long-lasting
installation when you make this upgrade. Some drivers can get 80, miles or more when making
this change. Although melted salt and halogens are corrosive to the solid metal, it still functions
exceptionally well in the engine compartment because of these traits. That means you have
access to a highly reliable part that supports the overall performance of your vehicle
consistently. The cost of iridium spark plugs is their primary disadvantage. You would receive a
similar outcome by going with whatever the manufacturer recommends. You may not see an
improvement in performance. Because many manufacturers are already calling for the use of
iridium components, you may not see an increase in performance when you install new plugs.
Different layering techniques can create subpar results. When you see expensive spark plugs at
a store or from a supplier, then that generally indicates that there are more layers of the
precious metals on the part. The priciest models are usually double- or triple-coated to ensure
that you receive a high-quality result. If you purchase the cheapest iridium items that are
available, then you might receive subpar results when compared to the possible benefits that
get listed. Some copper spark plugs use different shapes and configurations to produce similar
results for a fraction of the cost. Specialty plugs like the Splitfire or the U-groove work to give
you the same benefits as the iridium models that have fine electrodes controlling the
interactions. Some coatings can be brittle. Iridium can be hard when it is correctly applied to
spark plugs. The manufacturing process can also create brittleness in each layer because of the
qualities of this metal. If that outcome occurs, then any bumps or scratches to the part could
severely impact the performance of the unit. Dust from iridium spark plugs offers a higher risk
of flammability. Another reason to be careful when handling iridium spark plugs involves the
dust you can create when scraping the part against other engine components. The dust from
this metal is more susceptible to corrosion and flammability, reducing the benefits that are
possible with this approach. Damaged iridium dust is also more susceptible to oxygen
corrosion and fluorine contamination at higher temperatures. It is essential to note that many of
the advantages and disadvantages of iridium spark plugs are somewhat subjective. The
majority of engines and vehicles almost always benefit from the replacement of a standard
product. Whether or not the change impacts your overall performance will depend on several
variables. The vehicles and engines that benefit the most are the ones that have a close iridium
spark plug match with a similar overall design. Some OEM plugs already have this option to
provide you with the best performance level possible. What Is Iridium? List of the Advantages of
Iridium Spark Plugs 1. List of the Disadvantages of Iridium Spark Plugs 1. Conclusion It is
essential to note that many of the advantages and disadvantages of iridium spark plugs are
somewhat subjective. Share Pin Tweet. Get the job done right! You can use the burn color of
your plugs and reference the plug color charts below to determine if your engine is running rich
or lean. Need new plugs? Check out our picks for the best motorcycle spark plugs. Whenever
you are rejetting
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or tuning your carburetors , a plug chop can take away a lot of the guess work. A plug chop
will tell you how your engine is running a certain throttle positions. White plugs are caused by
engine overheating. If you run it too long like this, you can ruin your engine and burn holes
through the tops of your pistons. Common causes for white spark plugs include:. Best
providers in your area. The heat range of a spark plug determines when it will fire. If you have a
plug that gets too hot and fires are the wrong time consistently, it can burn a hole in the top of
your piston. Use this spark plug chart from A plug chop is when you check the condition of
your spark plugs at different throttle conditions. This can help you track down where you may
need to make adjustments if you are rejetting your carbs. Switch and save. Save Money on
Motorcycle Insurance. Oil Fouled. Carbon Fouled. Too Cold. Cold or Rich But OK. Good Spark
Plug. Real Good Spark Plug. The Best Spark Plug. Hot or Lean But OK.

